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Abstract
A mixed effects approach is hereby introduced to patients flow and length of stay
modelling. In, particular, a class of generalized linear mixed models has been used to
demonstrate the usefulness of this approach. This modelling technique is used to capture
individual patients experience during the process of care as represented by their pathways
through the system. The approach could predict the probability of discharge from the system,
as well as detect where the system may be going wrong.

1. Introduction
Average length of stay (LOS) has been shown to be a good proxy for hospital resource
consumption and disease severity [1]. In the literature, LOS in health and social care systems
has been described using patient flow models. Modelling patients flow in health care systems
is considered to be vital in understanding the operational and clinical functions of the system
and has proved to be useful in improving the functionality of the health care system. These
papers have used different techniques to model patient flow in health care systems with
several different assumptions imposed on the system. Markov models have been used
extensively to capture probabilistic laws that govern the dynamics of patients between
states in the healthcare system. A two-stage continuous-time Markov model that
describes the movement of patients through two compartments in geriatric hospitals was
developed in [2]. Such an approach takes into account, conceptually, different types of
patients and their corresponding length of stay. The (Markov) model [2] was extended to
describe the behaviour of patients moving through three stages in a geriatric department
[3]. A Markov model in continuous time for the LOS of elderly people moving within
and between residential home care and nursing home care has also been developed using
the framework of aggregated Markov processes [4]. Phase-type distributions have also
been employed to represent the variable nature of LOS. This class of distributions
describes the time to absorption of a finite Markov chain in continuous time, where there
is a single exit (absorbing state) and the stochastic process starts in a transient state, [5].
Figure 1, below, describes the Coxian phase-type distribution where the absorbing state is
discharge by death.
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These models describe duration until an event occurs in terms of a process consisting of a
sequence of latent phases- the states of a latent Markov model. However, the generality of
phase-type distributions makes it difficult to estimate all the parameters of the model. To
overcome this problem Coxian Phase-type distributions were introduced. Coxian phasetype distributions describe duration until an event in terms of a process which consists of
a sequence of latent phases. Compartmental and simulation modelling has been an
approach for modelling LOS [6], The compartmental framework has also been
incorporated into queuing theoretical approach however, due to the complexity, discrete
event simulation (DES) has been employed to solve the system equations [7]. It should be
stressed that the compartments were virtual therefore the analyses could only be
considered a hypothetical system rather than a real one.
In almost all studies of patient flow and LOS modelling what has been overlooked is what an
individual patient experiences during the delivery of care [8]. In order to have an insight into
what an individual patient experience during the course of care, we seek to develop a mixed
modelling framework for patient flow paths through the healthcare system. This approach
could predict the probability of discharge from the system, as well as detect where there may
be problems with flow.

2. Modelling Approach
In the healthcare system, either the improvement of patients depends on activities (or
interventions) in each state visited in the care process or the recovery of patients progresses in
stages (states) until discharge. According to [9], this represents patient journeys (flow paths)
that a particular clinical process may entail which make patients pass through the health system
and attain different health-states. These can, for example, also reflect the physical progression of
patients between different hospital locations. Since our aim is to model the experience of
individual patients in the healthcare system, these experiences are the different states (locations
or health states) visited captured by individual patient’s flow paths through the system. In a
multi-state system, the flow paths represent clustered or repeated observations within an
individual patient. When repeated measurements are taken on patients, classical regression
assumptions are violated; therefore mixed models are developed to model the outcome in a view
to capture the correlation structure induced and the patient specific random effects. There are
two distinct approaches to the analysis. First, the heterogeneity can be explicitly modelled; we
will refer to this as the ‘patient-specific’ approach. These patient specific effects are assumed to
follow a parametric distribution across population, usually normal. Second, the populationaveraged response can be modelled as a function of covariates without explicitly accounting for
patient to patient heterogeneity. A mixed effect model satisfies, [10]
(2.1)
Y = Xβ + Zb + ε
where
Y is the vector of different combinations of path ways
X is the design matrix for the fixed (patients’ population) effects
β is the vector of fixed (average patients’ population) effect parameters
Z is the design matrix for the random (patient specific) effects
b is the vector of random (patient specific) effects
ε is the vector of experimental (measurement) errors
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The regression coefficients (fixed effect parameters) have interpretations for the population
rather than for any individual. If Y is Gaussian, the model is referred to as a linear mixed
model while a generalized linear mixed model whenever Y is non-Gaussian. The linear mixed
model and the generalized linear mixed models are linear both in the predictor and the
parameter however when Y is non-Gaussian and the mean is modelled as a nonlinear function
of the parameters and the predictor, the model (2.1) is referred to as a nonlinear mixed model.
In this paper, we demonstrate a class of the generalized linear mixed models.

3. Illustration of the Approach
The figure below depicts activities within an artificial system. This system assumes that
patients entering into the system will undergo some interventions and then progress from
doing primary, secondary and discharge planning activities before discharge. Discharge can
be by death, discharge to patients’ home or transfer to another healthcare institution.
For simplicity we have forced each state of the system to have three exits, this is not a
restriction for using this approach however, at least two exit paths are necessary.
The coding of the paths are ordered categories which gives the highest level of improvement
by patients for state i as g i 2 = 2, and g i1 = 1 while g i 0 = 0 is the lowest level of
improvement.

The probability distribution of potential exit (or discharge) from the states through any of the
paths ( g ij , i=1, . .,4 and j=0, 1, 2) in Figure 1, is modelled by

exp ∑ (q p - b iu )
y

p pyi =

mi -1

u =0
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∑ exp ∑ (q
k =0

u =0

p

- b iu )

;

y = 0,1,........., mi - 1.

(1)

The probability of patient p passing through y (i.e. through any g ij ) on the mi -path state i is a
function of the person’s position on θ (person specific random effect) and the difficulties of
the mi paths in state i. The observation y can be seen as a count of surpassed paths, and only
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the difficulties of these y surpassed paths appear in the numerator of the model. The score,
number of surpassed paths in the system, for each patient is a sufficient statistics for , [11]
distributed normally with mean 0 and variance s q . The b i s show the relative ease (or
difficulty) of passing through each state by different patients having person specific random
effect (e.g. health status). These random effects scaled between -3 and +3.
2

The Table below gives the parameter estimates for the model proposed in (1) based on
maximum likelihood estimation using non-adaptive Gaussian quadrature with 20 nodes and
implemented in the SAS V9.
Table 1: Parameter estimates for the model presented in (1)
Parameter

b1
b2
b3
b4

Estimate
-1.7047

Standard Error
0.4671

Degree of Freedon
59

T Value
-3.65

p-values
0.0006

0.6931

0.2582

59

2.68

0.0094

2.3026

0.3464

59

6.65

< 0.0001

1.7918

0.2981

59

6.01

<0.0001

Presented in the figures (Figures 3 – 6) below are the discharge curves for each state. These
curves are model based i.e. obtained from the estimated parameters. On the x-axis are the
patient specific random effects theta and some threshold parameters. These figures give the
probability of discharge with respect to the location of patients on the health status (theta)
scale. Because each person can only pass through one path and the three options are mutually
exclusive, the sum of the three probabilities at a particular value of theta is 1. The probability
of discharge, from the system, with respect to the location of patients on the health status
(theta) scale can be calculated. Suppose q pi is the value of the random effect for patient p in
state i and g ij is the observable (ordinal variate) paths j through i. Under the model, there are
thresholds values, b i1 , andb i 2 such that

0
if q p < b i1

g ij =  1 if b i1 £ q p < b i 2
2
if q p ‡ b i 2


i = 1,....,4; j = 1,2,3

For instance, observing state 1 (Figure 3), path 0 and path 1 intersect at b i1 = -1.5 and path
1 and path 2 intersect at b i 2 = 0 .1.
These thresholds show that the most likely path is path 0 below b i1 and path1 is the most
likely between b i1 and b i 2 while path2 is the most likely above b i 2 . Note that if b i 2 < b i1 ,
the interpretation changes with path 1 not being most likely at any point. This might be
interpreted as indicating a problem with path 1, but this is not always true. State2 (Figure 4),
shows the threshold have changed. b i1 has changed from -1.5 in state 1 (Figure 3) to -0.6
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and b i 2 remains fixed at 0.1. These thresholds serve as indicators of possible paths that can
be taken by a patient given the person specific random effect and give a way of predicting the
success of interventions in the states for any new patient.
Observing state 3 (Figure 5), b i 2 < b i1 which may be interpreted that path 1 may not be
needed in the system since patients who are not dead and have patient specific random effect
above b i1 could be discharged from state 3 to recuperate in their own home. This is an
indication that this modelling technique can detect where the system may be going wrong.

For state 4 (Figure 6) b i1 = b i 2 =0, this is a point at which it is equally likely for any patient
to pass through any of the paths. Points less than b i1 = b i 2 =0 are more likely to pass
through path0 and path2 is more likely above the threshold. Another interpretation is that
patients below the population average are more likely to pass through path 0 while patients
whose health status is greater than the population average are more likely to pass though the
path 2. Discharge probabilities from the system through any combination of paths can easily
be calculated.
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4. Conclusion
Previous work have independently model LOS without capturing the flow paths of patients
through the system. However, in this paper we have demonstrated the fact that mixed models
are useful in health and social care modelling since patient experience in the care process is
highly important for improvement of the process of care and better planning. We have
presented a model for the prediction of discharge probabilities based on individual patient’s
flow paths (trajectories) and patient-specific random effects. However, an elegant way will be
to jointly model LOS and patients flow paths. Therefore, an extension of this work to the joint
modelling of LOS and individual patient’s flow paths is currently being investigated.
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